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Abstract

This thesis discuses the calculati.on .of gate leakage current .of an ultra thin body d.ouble

gate (DG) MOS structure f.or a variety .of physical parameters incorporating quantum

mechanical effects. Self-c.onsistent m.odeling .of d.ouble gate MOS inversi.on layer has

been perf.ormed, taking int.o acc.ount the effects .of wave functi.on penetrati.on .on the

s.oluti.ons.of both Schrodinger andP.oisson equati.ons. A s.olver, based .on Finite Element

Method using FEMLAB, has been devel.oped f.or the soluti.on .of both Schrodinger and

P.oisson equati.ons that is much faster and efficient than conventi.onal SchrOdinger-

P.oiss.ons.olver. The devel.oped numerical s.olver has been applied .1.0 fully depleted DG

MOSFET (with different silic.on and .oxide thickness.on both <100> and <Ill> silic.on)

f.or analyzing electrostatics .of the device such as, inversi.on regi.on charge, transmissi.on

probability, carrier lifetime and gate leakage current. The s.olver has the capability .of

analyzing b.oth symmetric and asymmetric DGMOS structures. It has been sh.own in this

rep.ort that the gate leakage currertt is greatly. dependent .on the thickness .of the silic.on

and the .oxide layer. Als.o it has been revealed that there is s.ome variati.on in the gate

leakage current f.or different crystall.ographic .orientati.on .of silic.on surface th.ough this

variati.on is less significant in c.omparis.on t.o the effects .of .other parameters and the

reas.on behind all these are discussed in detail. Finally, the simulated results have been

compared with reported experimental data.

-xi-
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Chapter -1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview of Scaling

For decades, progress in device scaling has followed an exponential curve, with the

device density on a microprocessor doubling every three years. This has come to be

known as Moore's law [I]. Increase in the device density is made possible by

shrinking the dimensions of each transistor. Shrinking transistor dimensions has

resulted in increased transistor count and operating frequencies, thus enabling

tremendous technological progress such as: microprocessors with greater than 100

million transistors and memory chips with greater than I Giga Byte densities. The key

dimension that is reduced from one transistor generation to the next is the gate length

(LG). Continued success in device scaling is necessary for maintaining the

evolutionary technological advancements that have been the foundation for integrated

circuit development and design this far.

A group of leading companies publish their projections for the next decade in an

International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (lTRS-06) [2]' This roadmap

projects a device gate-length of -9 nm for the year 2016 [2]. Scaling devices to these

dimensions is much more difficult and different compared to existing scaling

methodologies. This is because, metal-oxide-semicondcutor (MOS) technology is

approaching its limits at these dimensions. The most important issue to be addressed

is how further can aggressive device scaling be continued? Although very difficult to

answer, it is clear that new and revolutionary technologies will be needed to replace

conventional MOS transistors as the driver behind electronic products in the future.

Development of nanoscale transistors at the limit poses nnmerous practical and

theoretical challenges that need to be surmounted if device scaling is to continue.

Device simulation requires new modeling techniques that helps improve the

understanding of device physics and design, for devices at the scaling limit.

1



1.2 Device Scaling

There are two primary device structures that have been widely studied and used in

CMOS (complementary MOS) technology. The first is the bulk structure, where a

transistor is directly fabricated on the semiconductor substrate and the second, is

called SOl (silicon-on-insulator), where a transistor is built on a thin silicon layer

which is separated from the substrate by a layer of insulator. The bulk structure is

relatively simple from fabrication point of view and is still the standard structure in

almost all CMOS based products.

Device scaling requires a balance between device functionality and device reliability.

Both of these have to be maintained as one scales channel lengths to smaller sizes. To

accomplish this, short channel effects (SCEs) have to be suppressed as much as

possible. SCEs include threshold voltage (Vm) variations versus channel length and

drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL). Threshold voltage rolloff due to SCEs, results

in a degraded subthreshold swing (S), which in tum renders it difficult to tum off a

device, while DIBL results in a drain voltage dependent VTH, which complicates

CMOS design at a circuit level. As critical transistor dimensions are scaled, reliability

concerns become more pronounced. Unwanted leakage currents due to gate tunneling

and junction tunneling rapidly increase, resulting in high off-state power dissipation.

In these respect, partially and fully depleted single-gate SOl MOSFET structures have

been investigated as candidates for device scaling below -25nm because they offer

improved electrical isolation between the substrate and the active device region.

However, since these MOSFETs (single-gate) have a thick buried oxide which cannot

terminate the electric field lines from the drain end, they exhibit severe SCE [3] [4].

Although the semiconductor industry is still working hard to push the scaling further

using conventional single gate MOS, new structures inevitably come into the horizon

as the semiconductor industry and technology itself needs to gain new force to go

further ahead. Double gate MOSFETs are one of these novel devices. DGMOSFETs

are becoming intense subject of VLSl design as CMOS scaling is approaching its

2



limit due to processing as well as fundamental considerations. Compared to SOl

MOSFET, DGMOSFET has mainly two advantages. Because of the extremely good

control of silicon body potential when both the top and the bottom gate voltages are

applied, significant improvement of short-channel threshold roll-off has been

predicted for DG devices [5J. It is estimated that the silicon body thickness of DG

MOSFET can be two times thicker than that of SOl MOSFET for the same channel

length, which will partially reduce the quantum-confmement effect [6J. Secondly, it

was found that the carriers are not just confined at the top and bottom silicon interface

of a DGMOSFET with sufficiently thin silicon body. Because of the coupling

between the two gates, the carrier is induced not just at the interface. This in particular

provides with enhanced transconductance performances, since inverted carriers within

the volume of the silicon undergoes less scattering than those at the silicon surface

[7J.

1.3 Modeling of Double- Gate (DG) MOSFET

Double gate MOSFETs are becoming intense subject of VLSI design as CMOS

scaling is approaching its limit due to processing as well as fundamental

considerations. Among the advantages of double-gate MOSFETs are: significant

reduction of Short Channel Effects (SCE) as observed in single-gate SOl geometry,

near-ideal subthreshold swing of 60 mv/decade, high transconductance, good

electrostatic integrity which minimizes drain-induced barrier lowering and threshold

variation with channel length [8J, [9J, [IOJ, [II].

As the gate length goes below deep submicron dimensions, the device design, as

guided by scaling rules, can result in large nominal electric fields at the Si/Si(h

interface, even near the threshold of inversion. This leads to a significant bending of

the energy band at the Si/Si02 interface. It has long been known that with sufficient

band bending, the potential well can become sufficiently narrow to quantize the

motion of inversion layer carriers in the direction perpendicular to the interface [12].

This gives rise a splitting of the energy levels into subbands (2-dimnsional density-of-

states), such that, the lowest of the allowed energy levels for electrons in the well does

not coincide with the bottom of the conduction band. Due to quantization, the electron

3
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density does not reach its maximum at the oxide-semiconductor interface as in the

semi-classical profile [13] [14], instead some distance inside the semiconductor. Fig

1.1 shows a typical conduction band profile for a double gate n-MOSFET device and

Fig 1.2 shows the electron density in silicon near SilSi02 interface as obtained from

Quantum Mechanical (QM) calculations.

2.52

Vg=O.95 V
Tox=1.5 om
Tsi=20 om

o 0.5 1 1.5
-6Z(xlO em)

Fig 1.1. A typical conduction band profile of a double gate n-MOSFET
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Fig 1.2. Semi-classical and Quantum Mechanical inversion carrier density profile in

silicon near Si/Si02 interface

Due to this extension of the electron density inside semiconductor, (i) the electric

potential value at the interface is greater and (ii) the capacitance and the

transconductance are reduced from those predicted by.the semi-classical model. Thus,

it is important that the above mentioned inversion layer QM effects are incorporated
.'

in Peep submicron device models. The USeof traditional or semi-classical technique in

device analysis and design, inwhich these effects are neglected, is inadequate at deep

submicron dimensions and will lead to erroneous and misleading prediction of device

structure and electrical behavior. These include physical oxide thickness, threshold

voltage, drive current, gate capacitance and electrostatic potential. For this reason, the

two-dimensional nlltlJre (}felectr(}llSneeds to be cOnsidered in !:!Ieinven;iolliayer,

As devices are scaled down, the thickness of the oxide layer has continued to be

decreased. With the decreasing thickness of the oxide layer, the tunneling current

5



increases in a nearly exponential manner. Also, since charges can move from source

to drain by tunneling through the channel, the off-current value and the subthreshold

swing may be dramatically degraded [15]. As a consequence of ultra-thin gate oxide

requirements, electrons can tunnel to the gate, creating the gate-leakage current that is

considered as one of the most severe challenge to take up for scaled complementary

metal oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) generations, especially regarding the power

consumption [15]. Thus, predicting the tunneling current at high as well as at low bias

levels is important for the development of advanced MOS devices. So, the effect of

the gate leakage current is studied extensively for a variety of MOS structures.

1.3 Literature Review

The first publication describing a double-gate SOl MOSFET dates back to 1984. The

device received the acronym XMOS because of the resemblance of the structure with

the Greek letter E [16]. This initial paper predicted good short-channel characteristics

of such a device. The first fabricated double-gate SOl MOSFET was the "fully

Depleted Lean"channel Transistor (DELTA, 1989)", where the silicon film stands

vertical on its side (Fig 1.3) [17]. Later vertical-channel, double-gate SOl MOSFETs

(FirtFET) [18] was implemented. Volume inversion was discovered in 1987 [19], and

the superior transconductance brought about by this phenomenon were first

experimentally observed in 1990 in the first practical implementation of a planar

double-gate MOSFET called the "gate-all-around" (GAA) device [19] (Fig 1.4).

The structure that theoretically offers the best possible control of the channel region

by the gate is the surrounding-gate MOSFET. Such a device is usually fabricated

using a pillar-like silicon island with a vertical-channel which include the cylindrical

thin-pillar transistor (CYNTIIIA) (Fig 1.5) [20] and the pillar surrounding-gate

MOSFET [21].

6
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Fig 1.3. DeltalFinFET structure

Fig 1.4. Gate-all-around (GAA) MOSFET

Fig 1.5. CYNTHIA I surrounding-gate MOSFET structure
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The effects of volume inversion in thin-film short-channel SOl MOSFETs and the

efficacy of dual-gate operation in enhancing their device performance have been

analyzed by R. F. Pierret et al. [22] using two-dimensional device simulations and one

dimensional analytical computations. Their analyses have been restricted to the strong

inversion regime, which is the practically useful region of operation of SOl

MOSFETs. In this region, they suggested that when compared at constant Vg - V,

values, the dual channel volume inverted devices do not offer significant current-

enhancement advantages, other than that expected from the second channel, over the

conventional single-channel devices for silicon thickness in the 0.1 !fIIl range.

K. Suzuki et al. [23] established a scaling theory for double-gate SOl MOSFETs,

which gives guidance for the device design. They calculated dependence of

subthreshold slope S on device parameters. According to their theory, a device can be

designed with a gate length of less than 0.1 !fIIl while maintaining the ideal

subthreshold factor, which is verified numerically with a two-dimensional device

simulator. In a latest publication [24], they developed models for short channel n+-p+

double-gate SOl MOSFETs by solving a two-dimensional (2-D) Poisson's equation in

the channel region, and showed how to design a device with a decreased gate length,

suppressing short channel threshold voltage shift l\.Vjh and subthreshold swing (S-

swing) degradation.

G. Baccarani et al. [25] presented a compact model for the Double-Gate MOSFET

(DG-MOSFET), which accounts for quantum mechanical effects, including motion

quantization normal to the Si-SiOz interface, band splitting into subbands and non-

static effects in the transport model. The model holds both in subthreshold and strong

inversion, and ensures a smooth transition between the two regions.

J. M. Hergenrother et al. [26] showed that short-channel effects in fully-depleted

double gate (DG) and cylindrical, surrounding-gate (Cyl) MOSFETs are governed by

the electrostatic potential as confined by the gates, and thus by the device dimensions.

For equivalent silicon and gate oxide thicknesses, evanescent-mode analysis indicates

that Cyl-MOSFETs can be scaled to 35% shorter channel lengths than DG-

MOSFETs.

8
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S.-L. Jang et at. [27] have developed an analytical drain current model for symmetric

double-gate SOl MOSFETs using a quasi-two-dimensional Poisson's equation. The

model applicable for digital/analog circuit simulation contains the description of the

subthreshold, near threshold and above-threshold regions of operation by one single

expression. They considered effects of the source/drain resistance; on important short

channel effects such as- velocity saturation, drain induced barrier lowering, channel

length modulation, self-heating effect due to the low thermal conductivity of the

buried oxide, impact-ionization of MOS devices, parasitic bipolar junction transistor

associated with drain breakdown, etc ..

B. Majkusiak et at. [28] have analyzed the influence of the semiconductor film

thickness in the double-gate silicon-on-insulator (SOl) MOSFET on the electron

concentration distribution, electron charge density, threshold voltage, electron

effective mobility, and drain current. The consideration of the semiconductor region is

based on two descriptions: the "classical" model based on a solution to the Poisson's

equation and the "quantum" model based on a self-consistent solution to the

Schrodinger's and Poisson's equation system. The electron effective mobility and the

drain current are calculated with the use of the local mobility model.

Y. Taur [29] has derived a one-dimensional (I-D) analytical solution for an undoped

(or lightly-doped) double-gate MOSFET by incorporating only the mobile charge

term in Poisson's equation. The solution gives closed forms of band bending and

volume inversion as a function of silicon thickness and gate voltage. A threshold

criterion has been derived which serves to quantify the gate work function

requirements for a double gate CMOS. Then in [30] the solution is applied to both

symmetric and asymmetric DO MOSFETs to obtain closed forms of band bending

and inversion charge as a function of gate voltage and silicon thickness. It is shown

that for the symmetric DO device, "volume inversion" only occurs under subthreshold

conditions, with a slightly negative impact on performance. Comparisons under the

same off-state conditions show that the on-state inversion charge density of an

asymmetric DO with one channel is only slightly less than that of a symmetric DG

with two channels, if the silicon film is thin. From the analytic solutions, expressions

for the various components of the equivalent capacitance circuit have been derived for

symmetric and asymmetric DO devices.

9 r



J. O. Fossmn et aI. [31] have developed a compact physics-based quantmn-effects

model for symmetrical double-gate(DG) MOSFETs of arbitrary Si-film thickness.

The model, based on the quantmn-mechanical variational approach, not only accounts

for the thin Si-film thickness dependence but also takes into account the gate-gate

charge coupling and the electric field dependence; it can be used for FD/SOI

MOSFETs as well. The analytical solutions, verified via results obtained from self-

consistent nmnerical solutions of the Poisson and SchrOdinger equations, provide

good physical insight regarding quantization and volmne inversion due to carrier

confinement, which is governed by the Si-film thickness and/or the transverse electric

field. A design criterion for achieving beneficial volmne-inversion operation in DG

devices has quantitatively defined for the first time. Further, the utility of the model

for aiding optimal DG device design, including exploitation of the volmne-inversion

benefit to carrier mobility, is exemplified.

J. D. Meindl et al. [32] have developed an analytical subthreshold swing (S) model

for symmetric DG MOSFETs using evanescent-mode analysis. Through a concept of

effective conducting path, it explains a doping concentration (NA) dependence of S,

providing a unified understanding of previous models and leading to a new model for

undoped DG MOSFETs. Expressions of a scale length have been derived, which

expedite projections of scalability of DG MOSFETs and its requirement.

T. Ernst et al. [33] have analyzed the operation of 1-3 nm thick SOl MOSFETs, in

double-gate (DG) mode and single-gate (SG) mode (for either front or back channel).

They found some typical effects in these ultra-thin MOSFETs such as- threshold

voltage variation, large influence of substrate depletion underneath the buried oxide,

absence of drain current transients, and degradation in electron mobility. ~y

comparing SG and DG configurations they have shown the superiority of DG-

MOSFETs: ideal subthreshold swing and remarkably improved transconductance

(consistently higher than twice the value in SG-MOSFETs). The experimental data

and the difference between SG and DG modes have been explained by combining

classical models with quantmn calculations. They found that the key effect in

ultimately thin DG-MOSFETs is volmne inversion, which primarily leads to an

improvement in mobility, whereas the total inversion charge is only marginally

modified.

10



M. Wong et al. [34] have derived an analytical expression relating the potential and

the electric field at the oxide-semiconductor interface of a symmetrical double-gate

oxide intrinsic semiconductor-oxide system. The expression is applicable to all

regimes of operation. The "tum-on" behavior of the system .hasbeen studied and an

extrapolated threshold voltage has been defined. Opposite to the behavior of a

conventional bulk metal-oxide-semiconductor capacitor realized on a doped substrate,

this threshold voltage was shown to decrease with increasing oxide thickness.

M. Alessandrini et at. [35] have developed an analytical model for the electron

mobility limited by surface optical phonons and applied to the simulation of ultra-thin

SOl MOSFETs. The developed model reproduces the main features of experimental

data recently reported in the literature and has been implemented in a conventional

device simulator. An application to the analysis of technological options such as

doping concentration and silicon thickness in SOl MOSFETs, have been reported.

M, J. Kumar et at. [36] have discussed how the short channel behavior in sub 100 mJ:I

channel range can be improved by inducing a step surface potential profile at the back

gate of an asymmetrical double gate (DG) silicon-on-insulator (SOl) metal-oxide-

semiconductor field-effect-transistor (MOSFEn in which the front gate consists of

two materials with different work functions.

1.4 Objective ofthe Work

This work is concerned with the study of Gate Leakage Current of Double Gate n-

MOS structure, taking into account the effect of wave function penetration on the

solutions of both Schrildinger's and Poisson's equations. Thus, penetration effects are

included in the self-consistent loop. To make the procedure numerically efficient,

Schrildinger's equation is solved using open boundary conditions allowing for wave

function penetration [37]. Finite element method using FEMLAB is used to compute

the solutions of both the equations. Finite element method is a technique to solve

linear and nonlinear partial differential equations (PDEs) using discretisation of the

whole problem. This system is very efficient and requires a very low amount of

computational time.

11



Thus, the objective of this work is to develop a one difueIlSiona\(lD) self-consistent

Schrodinger-Poisson solver using appropriate boundary condition to incorporate wave

function penetration effects with established accuracy and efficiency. The developed

numerical solver will be applied for the calculation of Gate Leakage Current of fully

depleted DG MOSFET structures with different body and oxide thickness for both

<100> and <lll> orientations of silicon. Very little work has so far been done to

analyze the effect of Gate Leakage current on the physical parameters of Double gate

MOS. So, the results will be presented and compared with data that are available.

1.5 Organization of the Thesis

Chapter 2 is devoted to the theoretical study of and Double Gate MOS. Why a DG

MOSFET is better in comparison to a Single gate MOSFET is aiso presented in this

chapter.

Chapter 3 is centered on the thorough discussion on the Finite Element Method and

FEMLAB. This chapter also gives a description of the Schrodinger-Poisson self-

consistent solver that incorporates the effect of wavefunction penetration. Using the

results, the potential profile, eigen energies, normalized wavefunction, carrier

concentration at different eigen energies and the inversion region charge density can

be examined. In the concluding part of this chapter, an efficient and fast technique for

the determination of Gate Leakage current is presented.

Chapter 4 covers the results and discussions. In this chapter, results obtained for

Double Gate MOS structures with different body and oxide thickness and orientation

of silicon surface are reported and analyzed.

Chapter 5 sununarizes the conclusions of this research and lists a few potential

directions for future work.
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Chapter -2

DOUBLE GATE MOSFET

2.1 Basic Concepts of DGMOS

Double-gate metal--oxide--5emiconductor field-effect-transistors (DGMOSFETs) are

currently considered a serious alternative to standard-bulk MOSFETs to increase the

integration capacity of silicon technology in the near future. A dual-gate-silicon-on-

insulator DGSOI Structure consists, basically, of a silicon slab sandwiched between

two oxide layers (Fig. 2.1). A metal or a polysilicon film contacts each oxide. These

films act as front and back gate, which can generate an inversion region near the Si-

Si02 interfaces, if an appropriate bias is applied. Thus we would have two MOSFETs

sharing the substrate, source, and drain.

The salient features of the DG MOSFET (38] (Fig. 2.1) are control of short-channel

effects by device geometry, as compared to bulk FET, where the short-channel effects

are controlled by doping (channel doping and/or halo doping); and a thin silicon

channel leading to tight coupling of the gate potential with the channel potential.

. Gate'r

Vs -. Source
L

t
lsiL:
t .

lo~ .

VD

Fig 2.1. Double gate MOSFET
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These features provide potential DG FET advantages that include 1) reduced 2D short

channel effects leading to a shorter allowable channel length compared to bulk FET;

2) a sharper subthreshold slope (60 mY/dec compared to > 80 mY/dec for bulk: FED

which allows for a larger gate overdrive for the same power supply and the same off-

current; and 3) better carrier transport as the channel doping is reduced (in principle,

the channel can be undoped). Reduction of channel doping also relieves a key scaling

limitation due to the drain-to-body band-to-band tunneling leakage current. A further

potential advantage is more current drive (or gate capacitance) per device area;

however, this density improvement depends critically on the specific fabrication

methods employed and is not intrinsic to the device structure.

The most common mode of operation of the DG FET is to switch the two gates

simultaneously. Another use of the two gates is to switch only one gate and apply a

bias to the second gate to dynamically alter the threshold voltage of the FET [39]. In

this mode of operation, called "ground plane" (GP) or back gate (BG), the

subthreshold slope is determined by the ratio of the switching gate capacitance and

the series combination of the channel capacitance and the non-switching gate

capacitance, and is generally worse than the DG FET. A thin gate dielectric at the

non-switching gate reduces the voltage required to adjust the threshold voltage and

preserves the drain-field-shielding advantage of the double-gate device structure.

However, a thinner gate dielectric also means extra capacitance that does not

contribute to channel charge for switching. Since the back-gate FET is very similar to

a single-gated SOl FET with an adjustable threshold voltage [39].

DG-MOSFETs are claimed to be more immune to short channel effects (SeE) than

bulk silicon MOSFETs and even more than single gate fully depleted SOl MOSFETs.

This is due to the fact that the two gate electrodes jC?intly cOlltrol t):le carriers, thus

screening the drain field from the channel. This latter feature would permit a much

greater scaling down of these devices than ever imagined in conventional MOSFETs.

14



2.2 Advantages of DG MOSFET over SG MOSFET

2.2.1 Limitation of Scaled SG M,OSFET

• Effect of Reducing Channel Length

Lowering (DIBL)

Drain Induced Barrier

In devices with long channel lengths, the gate is completely responsible for depleting

the semiconductor. In very short channel devices, part of the depletion is

accomplisjled by the drain and source bias. Since less gate voltage is required to

deplete the septiconductor, the barrier for electron injection from source to drain

decreases. This is known as drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL).

DIBL results in an increase in drain current at a given gate voltage, VG. Therefore V,

decreases as channel length decreases. Similarly, as drain voltage VD increases more

sefiliconductor region 'S depleted by the drain bias, and hence Li increases and VI

decreases.

• Carrier Mobility: Velocity Saturation

The mobility of the carrier reduces at higher electric fields normally encountered in

small channel length devices due to velocity saturation effects. As the channel length,

L is reduced while the supply voltage is not, the t;mgentiai electric field will i.ncn;<lSe,

and the carrier velocity may saturate at Ec '" 104 V/cm for electrons. Hence for n-

MOSFET with L < 111m, velocity saturation causes the channel current to reach

saturation before VD=VG-V,. Ec '" 5 X 104 V/cm for holes, hence velocity saturation

for p-MOSFET will not become important until L < 0.25 11m.

15
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• Sub-threshold Conduction

When the surface is in weak inversion (VG < Vt), a conduction channel starts to form

a low level of current .flow between source and drain. As a result, drain leakage

current and static power loss llwreases. lIence circuit stability deCreases.

• Hot Carrier Effect

Hot carrier effects are among the main concerns when shrinking FET dimensions into

the deep sub-micron regime. Reducing the channel length while retaining high power

supply leve\s, known as constant volt,age scaling, results in increased electric field

strengths in the channel, causing acceleration and heating of the charge carriers. The

free carriers passing through the high-field can gain sufficient energy to cause several

hot-carrier effects. This can cause many serious problems for the device operation.

Some of the manifestations of hot electrons on device operation are breakdown and

substrate current caused by impact ionization, creation of interface states, gate current

resulting from hot-electron emission across the interface barrier, oxide charges owing

to tunneling of charge carriers into oxide states and photo currents caused by electron-

hole recombination with emission of photons. The substrate current resulting from

electron-hole pair generation may overload substrate-bias generators, introduce

snapback breakdown, cause CMOS latch-up and generate a significant increase in the

sub-threshold drain current.

2.2.2 Short Channel Effects

Collectively, threshold volt,age roll-off and subthreshold roll-up are commonly known

as short-channel effects (SCEs). In consequence of SCEs, the ratio of the drive (ON)

current to the leakage (OFF) current is substantially reduced, which im}>Qsessevere

tradeoffs between circuit speed and standby power. In addition, SCEs amplify the

impact of process variations on CMOS circuits.

16



In conventional bulk MOSFETs, SCEs are caused by the lateral electric fields from

the source to channel and drain to channel. As L decreases, the lateral fields terminate

on further into the channel, which essentially steals the charge that would normally be

terminated by the gate voltage in a long-channel device. This stealing of charge by the

lateral fields effectively lowers the source"to-channel barrier, which controls the

conduction of electrons from source to drain. To limit this charge stealing and thus

mitigate SCEs, heavy channel doping is exploited in bulk MOSFETs. As the gate

length is scaled to 50 nm and below, the required channel doping concentration is

expected to be on the order of 1018 cm'3 and above. These extremely high doping

levels, however lead to,

a) Severe degradation of the carrier mobility as the impurity scattering becomes

dominant [40].

b) Severe threshold voltage variatiops due to ~andoIIl micrQscopic fluctuations of

the dopant atoms [41].

The DG MOSFET does not require channel doping for SCE control. Instead, this

novel device uses a second gate and a fully depleted silicon film as the channel to

enhance the electrostatic control of th~ gates over the channel, which effectively

suppresses the impact of the source/drain. The thin silicon film is undoped or lightly

doped (typical doping concentration NA ( 1018 cm'3) to ensure the full depletion

condition. For most effective SCE control, the two gate-oxide layers are equally thin.

Use of an identical material for both gates results in a symmetric DG MOSFET.

~.~.3COQcept of Volume Inversion

The outstanding feature of these structures lies in the concept of volume inversion,

introduced by Balestra et aJ [42]; if the Si film is thicker than the sum of the depletion

regions induced by the two gates, no interaction is produced between the two

inversion layers, and the operation of this device is similar to the operation of two

conventional MOSFETs connected in parallel. However, if the Si thickness is

reduced, the whole silicon film is depleted and an important interaction appears

17 :,' .



between the two potential wells. In such conditions the inversion layer is formed not

only at the top and bottom of the silicon slab i.e., near the two silicollc-Oxide

interfaces, but tJrrougiIout the entire silicol) fil!U thickness. It is then said that the

device operates in "volume inversion," i.e., carriers are no longer confined at one

interface, but distributed throughout the entire silicon volume.

It has been reported [22, 29] that volume mverslOn presents some significant

advantages, such as

I. Enhancement of the number of minority carriers.

11. Increase in carrier mobility and velocity due to reduced influence of

scattering assOl,iated with oxide and interface charg~ and surface

roughness.

111. As a consequence of the latter, an mcrease III drain current and

transconductance.

IV. Decrease of low frequency noise.

v. A great reduction in hot-carrier effects.

18



Chapter-3

SELF CONSISTENT SOLUTION

This chapter is devoted to the ID simulation of double gate MOS structure. At first

we study the self consistent system. We also study how FEMLAB, which is a

powerful tool, is used to solve ScbrOdinger's and Poisson's equations. Fiml.l\y, the

equations that are used for the calculation of direct tunneling gate leakage current are

presented.

3.1 Self - Consistent Analysis

This self - consistent solution of coupled Schrodinger's and Poisson's eqUations is the

most significant part of the study of a double gate MOS. These two equations and

how they are solved using fEMLAB is presented in this ~ection.

3.1.1 Schrodinger Equation

The SchrOdinger equation is solved within the effective mass approximation. Within

this approximation, SchrOdinger's equation for a wave function If/Oij can be written as,

I 2,.., '-1 ,
-[Z1i vm V +qV(z)]lf/Oij = Eijlf/oij , (3.1)

where, m'-, represents the effective mass tensor, V(z) the electrostatic potential, q

the magnitude of the electron charge and E~ is the energy. z is reckoned positive into

the semiconductor. Following [12], the electronic wavefunction If/Oij for the j th

subband in the ith valley can be expressed in terms of Bloch waves traveling parallel

to the interface, constrained by an envelope function normal to it, thus:

"() ik Hik?
If/Oij(x,y,z)=lf/ij(z)e' ze x , (3.2)
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here, kx and ky represent the transverse components of the wave vector kof the

electron measured relative to the band edge. B depends on kx and ky• Envelope

function /{/ij (z) is the solution of,

;,2 d2
[-~---2 +qV(z)] /{/y(z) = Eij/{/ij(z) ,

2m,; dz
(3.3)

where, m z; is the effective mass perpendicular to the interface and E ij is the

eigenenergies of the jth subband in the ith valley in the same direction. Each

eigenvalue Eij found from the solution of Eq. (3.3) is the bottom of a continuum of

levels called a subband, with energy levels given by the relationship,

(3.4)

here, mx and my are the principle effective masses for motion parallel to the surface.

There can be as many as three values of m, depending on the surface orientation

because the conduction band of silicon has six ellipsoidal valleys along the [100]

direction of the Brillouin zone. In the effective mass approximation, the valleys are

degenerate in pairs. Thus, solution of Eq. (3.3) gives the eigenenergy Eij and the

envelope function/{/ ij (z).

Within the effective mass approximation, the 3D Schrodinger's equation in aMOS

inversion layer may be decoupled into a ID equation that describes the envelope

fUrlction ill tJ;tedirection nOnJ]al to the interface. In order to include the effect of wave

function penetration, an open boundary condition is required to be applied at the

silicon - oxide interface of the two gates that should take into account the quasi -

bound nature of the inversion layer states [43].
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3.t.2 Poisson's Equation

The Poisson's equation that is used to find the potential profile V(z) can be written as,

d2V(z)
dz2

(3.5)

where, E." is the dielectric constant of the semiconductor, N ij is the camer

concentration in the j th subband in the f th valley.

P depl (z) is the charge density in the depletion layer, which can be defined as,

o
O<z< T."
z :<> 0 and z ;:: T,.; (3.6)

here, T,; is the silicon body thickness, hole concen~tion and Nf)' N A are the ionized

donor, acceptor concentration respectively. Since, the body thickness is less than 50

run, the MOS structure can be considered to be fully depleted.

Since a fraction of inversion charge resides within the gate oxide due to wave function

penetration, Poisson's equation should be solved for both the oxide and

semiconductor regions. Considering wave functi0fl penetratioll, J>Qis~ol1's eqUlition

can be represented as,

-T <z<Oand T<z«T+T)ox 51'<;1 OX

where,

= O<z< T.
"

(3.7)

(3.8)
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and Pdepl (z) is defined by Eq. (3.7). When llf'ij(z)1
2
is used to define p;~(z)in Eq.

(3.9), effects of shift of inversion charges on the solution of Poisson' s equation are

also included.

The boundary conditions required to solve Eq. (3.7) are that, value of d% at the

gate metal- oxide interface (z = - Tax and z = T,; + Tax) should be - Fox, where

(3.9)

here,

(3.10)

where, N'n, and N d,pI are the total inversion carrier concentration and depletion

carrier concentration respectively.

Equation (3.10) assumes that the wave function tail in the gate oxide region has

decayed to an insignificant value at z = - Tax and z = T,J +Tox' Another relationship

necessary to relate oxide field Fax to silicon field ~J is that at z = 0 and at z =T,J ,

3.2 Self Consistent Solution using FEMLAB

With the advancement of semiconductor technology, device dimensions are entering

into the nanoscale regime; quantum mechanical effects are playing a growing role in

device operations ang performance. So, semi-classical models are no longer valid and

quantum mechanical modeling is inevitable. Although the quantum corrections

improve the classical data, these approaches are unable to model or predict all
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quantum mechanical effects. As described in the previous section, in a fully quantum

mechanical model the coupled Schrodinger's and Poisson's equations are solved self

consistently. The Sclrrodillger's equation is solved under the effective mass

approximation. The boundary condition for solving the Schrodinger's and Poisson's

equations is also a critical issue. To calculate quantum mechanical charge distribution

in MOS devices incorporating wave function penetration effects within the oxide

layer of MOS devices, an open boundary condition is a must for the solution of

Schrodinger's equation [43]. In the absence of suitable boundary conditions, zero

penetration of wave function into gate oxide is assumed in the simulation of even

deep submicron MOSFETs. While an open boundary condition can be neglected in

devices with thick oxide layers, its negligence in deep submicron MOSFETs cannot

be justified.

In this section, the solution procedure is portrayed for a dual gate n-MOS structure

shown in Fig. 2.1 in the inversion region. FEMLAB with MATLAB has been used as

the Partial Differentilli Equation (PDE) solver (suitable for linear or nearly linear

problems), for the self consistent solution.

The classical PDEs coefficient form in in multiphysics mode is used for the solution

of Poisson's and Schrodinger's equation.

Poisson equation in coefficient form is given in FEMLAB as:

- V.(cVu) = f,
where,

c = permittivity of the sub domain, GoG

(3.11)

u = Electrostatic potential, v(z)

f = Charge density termed as source term in FEMLAB, q[p(z) - n(z)+Nf) - NA]

z = the direction along the depth of the MOS structure

Using relevant parameters ofMOS structures, Eq. (3.11) can be written as,

d2v(z)
-GoG 2 -q[p(z)-n(z)+Nf) -NA],

dz
(3.12)
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where, n(z), p(z) are the electron and hole concentration. & is the relative dielectric

constant of tiJ.ematerial and &0 is the permittivity of free space.

The electron concentration n(z)is obtained for n-MOS structure according to the

following expression:

n(z) = LNij\\lfij(z)1
2

,
ij

where,

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

In this case, N ij is the carrier concentration in the j th subband of the i th valley, n,j

is the i th valley degeneracy and mdi is the density - of - states effective mass of the

ith valley, given by mdi = Jm",myi . EF is the Fermi energy. Eijand \lfijare the

eigenvalue and the eigenfunction of an electron in the j th energy level of the i th

valley, which are obtained as a solution of the one dimensional Schrodinger equation.

Schrodinger equation in coefficient form is defined in FEMLAB as:

-V.(cVu)+au=,iu ,

where,

h2
/c = /2m *, m* = effective mass for the subdomain

a = Electrostatic potential, v(z)

A = eigen energies, Eij

u =eigenfunction, \If ij •

(3.16)
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Using relevant parameters of effective mass Schrodinger's equation for one

dimensional MOS structure quantum well Eq. (3.16) can be written as,

(3.17)

At first, the device geometry (the fully depleted double gate structure) is defined as

shown in Fig. 3.1 in FEMLAB. The trial potential as presented in Fig. 3.2 is obtained

by solving I'Q. (3.11) using the full depletion approximation asslllI!ing zero mobile

charge density i.e. n(z) =0 in Eq. (3.12) with appropriate boundary condition at each

interface through FEMLAB linear PDE solver.

Semiconductor

Fro ••t
Gate

Metal Oxide

:Ai+-.",-- Tsi

Back
Gate

Oxide Metal

--J~~r;ox

-1

z

-0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5
-6Z(xlO em)

Fig 3.1. ID geometry of Double Gate MOS structure

3 3.5
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Fig 3.2. Trial Potential from full depletion approximation
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For the solution of Poisson's equation, Dirichlet boundary condition (i.e. fixed value

of voltage) is used at boundary points 1,2,5,6 and Neumann boundary condition (i.e.

continuous electric flU)(deIl$ity,) is used at iJ:ltt;rfaces~ and 4.

For the solution of Poisson's equation, a discontinuous electric field boundary

condition is required. For achieving this condition, Neumann boundary condition

(needed for open boundary condjtion to consider penetratioll effect) is applied at all

the points.

The charge density profile n(z) is determined from Eq. (3.13) by solving Eq. (3.16)

using FEMLAB eigen value solver with Neumann boundary condition, which is

shown in Fig 3.3.
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This charge density profile is added to the source term of Poisson's equation and then

Eq. (3.11) and Eq. (3.16) are solved iteratively until the given convergence criteria

[for successive iter;:ltion, chMge in electrostatic poten.9al at any node point is less thlW

10,7 volts] are fulfilled. Hence we get the actual band profile presented in Fig 3.4 and

electrostatic potential incorporating wave function penetration as demonstrated in Fig

3.5. If the solution is to run without penetration effect, we just increase the barrier

height in the oxide region to a very large value (e.g. 100 eV) that can be considered as

an infinite potential barrier.
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Gauss-Seidel iteration method has been used for the numerical convergence. The

weighting factor should be greater than 0.9. With the increase of weighting factor the

assurance of convergence increases but the simulatiol1 becornes slower and more

iteration is needed. Throughout this thesis, 0.95 is used as the Gauss-Seidel update

coefficient, e.g. if 'delta' is the weighting factor then the updated profile is calculated

as:

Vprof= Void x delta + Vnew x (I-delta)

Where, Vprof is the new interpolated profile

Void is the previous profile

Vnew is the new calculated profile

All the simulation results presented in this chapter has been generated for,

NA=5 x 1017 fcm3, Tox=1.5 nm, Tsi = 20 nm and VG cVFB= 0.95 volts.

Detail flowchart of the solution procedure is given in appendix A.

3.3 Gate Leakage Current

.Direct tunneling current increases exponentially with decreasing oxide thickness and

gate bias, which introduces a potential limitation for aggressive scaling of the gate

oxide in advanced CMOS technol9gy. Even though there are many reports concerning

the effects of the gate leakage current on MOS transistor operation, few studies have

been made regarding the impact of the gate current on circuit operation, due to lack of

a circuit simulation model for gate tunneling current. The gate current effects on I-V

characteristics become minimized [44] as the channel length becomes shorter due to

the electric field effects near the drain. Since gate current becomes an integral part of

intrinsic device operation, circuit simulation which includes accurate modeling of

tunneling characteristics is required. Hence, a compact gate tunneling current model

for circuit simulation is needed to analyze circuit immunity against the gate leakage

current including dependencies on architecture and operating conditions. Some very
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good works have been done so far on the calculation of gate leakage current MOS

structures such as the done by Chang et. al. [49].

In order to find the gate leakage current, accurate determination of "Tunneling

Lifetime" is very important. The "Tunneling Lifetime" from the j th energy subband

in the ith valley may be defined as TijITij [44]. Here, Tij is the transmission

probability of electrons in the j th energy subband of the j th valley which is solved

using the transmission line analogy, matching of the impedances seen by a carrier in

the potential well [45] and Tij is defined as (44],

j7l!z
T .. =-,
" E"

(3.1 8)

where, Eij is the eigen energy of the electrons in the j th subband of the ith valley.

Eij is obtained from the solution of Schrodinger and Poisson's Equation.

Combining the .results from the quantum mechanical calculation for the Si substrate

and determining the carrier concentration in the j th subband and in the i th valley,

Nij from the solution of SchrOdinger and Poisson's Equation, and using (3.), one can

readily obtain the total Direct Tunneling Gate Leakage Current (44],

J= LJij = qLNijTijlTij ,
ij ij

(3.1 9)

as a function of applied gate voltage ('I G) or as a function of inversion region charge

density (Ninv).

Fig 3.6 shows the cross-sectional view of the MOS structure that was used in this

analysis.
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Tbody

Fig 3.6. Schematic DGMOS structure used in this work

Gate Leakage current is studied for MOS structures with different body and oxide

thickness and orientation of silicon surface and the results are presented in the

following chapter.
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Chapter-4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the self-consistent calculation of gate leakage current for double gate

MOS devices considering the effects of wave function penetration are presented in

this chapter. The self-consistent calculations for double gate n-MOS struCtureS have

been carried out for two different orientations of silicon, (100) and (Ill).

4.1 Effective Mass Approximation

In MOS devices, for chosen interface that lies in the (100) crystal planes, the effective

mass tensor becomes diagonal in the co-ordinate system which has its z-axis

perpendicular to the surface pointing into the semiconductor. It is known that silicon

has six ellipsoidal constant surfaces in the conduction band. The (Ill) surfaces have

only one ladder of subbands with degeneracy 6 in the direction normal to the

interface, since all the valleys have the same orientation with respect to the surfuce.

For the (100) oriented surfaces, mz for electrons can take the value of the longitudinal

effective mass, m/, for the two bulk constant energy ellipsoid perpendicular to the

surface giving rise to a two-fold degenerate subband ladder and the value of the

transverse effective mass, m" for the other four ellipsoids, giving rise to a four-fold

degenerate ladder. The valleys which present the higher effective mass perpendicular

to the surface have the lowest kinetic energy levels. Effective mass approximation has

been found to be accurate in describing the qllilfitization effects of electrons in aMOS

inversion layer [46]. The values of different parameters used in the calculation are

taken from Ref. [12] and are summarized in Table 4.1.
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Surface (111) (100)

Valleys All ml m,

Degeneracy, nv 6 2 4
~~~ .... . ._ . ... _ ...~'"_ .. , .. ,~._~- - ....... - ~. -- --- -- -_ .. ~. .... - -_ .. "- - -," .

Normal Mass, mz /mo 0.258 0.916 0.190

Density of state Mass,md /mo 0.358 0.190 0.417

Table 4.1. Effective masses of electrons in different valleys

4.2 n-MOS Devices on (100) silicon

Self-consistent calculations for noMOS devices on (100) silicon are presented in this

section. Ail the results are calculated at room temperature. The potentiai barrier height

at the silicon-oxide interface is considered to be 3.1 eV. Electron effective mass in

oxide is assumed to be 0.5mo with a parabolic dispersion relationship. Effective

masses inside the silicon is taken from Table-4.1 for (100) and (111) surfaces. Metal

is considered as the gate electrode with a work function equal to 3.25 eV.

In this work, same amount of voltage is applied to a symmetric DG MOSFET at the

two gates having the same work function. At zero gate voltage, the position of the

silicon bands is largely determined by the gate work function, because as long as the

thin silicon is lightly doped and the depletion charge is negligible, the bands remain

essentially flat throughout the thickness of the film. Since there is no contact at the

silicon body, the energy levels are referenced to the electron quasi-Fermi level or the

conduction band of the n+ source-dra1n.

As the gate voltage increases toward the threshold voltage, mobile charge or electron

density becomes appreciable when the conduction band of the silicon body

approaches the conduction band of the source-drain. Fig. 4.1 shows the energy band

profile as a function of ~ePth inside the silicon ~or diff~rent val~es of gate voltage 0~3a \'

. fully depleted symmetncal double gate MOS With dopmg density, NA = 5 x 1017 cm, '~,

silicon thickness, Ts; of 5 nm and oxide thickness, Tm: of lnm. The figure shows that .
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as the gate voltage is increased, the Fermi energy, EF of the silicon will continue to

rise with respect to the Fermi energy of the metal which causes increasing positive

slope inside both the silicon and the oxide region [47]. More and more minority

carrier electrons will be concentrated in the vicinity of the oxide-semiconductor

interface and the silicon will move from the region of weak inversion towards the

region of strong inversion.
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Fig 4.1. Energy Band profile of an n channel DGM6S structure on (l00) surface

Fig.4.2 and Fig 4.3 shows the inversion charge density, Pin. (z) as function of depth, z

calculated using the self-consistent solver for the same structure as used in Fig 4.1. As

expected, the charge density profile is seen to extend inside the oxide region instead

of being zero at the silicon-oxide interface because of the penetration effect.
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4.3 Gate Leakage Currebt of fi-MOS Ob(100) Silicob

It has been reported that the gate leakage current in SOl devices is affected by the

electric field distribution in the body [48]. When a large positive voltage is applied to

the substrate, gate current decreases - which essentially drives the backside of the sal

into inversion and reduces the vertical electric .field in the channel. Using potential

profiles from the SchrOdinger- Poisson solver and the transmission line analogy [44],

gate leakage current for a DOMaS have been calculated in our study. Because this

method considers the entire domain of the device structure, wave function penetration

into the gate dielectric is allowed. The Schrodinger- Poisson solver also incorporates

this penetration effect by considering a finite barrier at the silicon/oxide interface.

In double-gate MOSFETs, gate leakage is affected by the reduced vertical electric

field. In particular, the electric field near the bottom of the inversion layer is

dramatically reduced, as can be seen in Fig 4.1. This reduces the depth of the potential

well, which lowers the bound state energy and broadens the inversion charge

distribution, thus resulting in a lower tunneling probability and an increased lifetime

of each quasi bound state. This effectively reduces both the tunneling probability and

the impingemeot frequency at which electrons are directed toward the silicon--

dielectric interface. Depending on device dimensions, gate current in an ultrathin

body MOSFET can be reduced by up to a factor of 3 when compared with that of a

bulk device at a constant inversion charge density (Fig. 6 of Ref. [49]). The

improvement is enhanced in the double-gate device because the inherent symmetry of

the two gate electrodes further decreases the effective vertical electric field.

The effectiveness of our method has already beeo demonstrated by Ahmed et al. [50]

and is in good agreement with the work of Chang et al. [49]. Fig 4.4 shows the gate

leakage current in the inversion region of an noMOS device with oxide thickness, Tox

of I nm and differeot silicon thickness, Tsi in the range 5 .~ 25 nm with (100)

crystallographic orientation as a function of inversion carrier density, Ninv• It reveals

the impact of body thickness on the direct tunneling gate leakage current. It can be

seen that, for the same oxide thickness, as the body thickness is decreased, gate

leakage current increases significantly.
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Fig 4.4. Gate Leakage current for Tox=lnm as a function of inversion carner density,

Ntnv with silicon body thickness, Tsi as a parameter

The gate leakage currents presented in Fig 4.4 have been reproduced in Fig 4.5 as a

function of gate voltage, Vg = Vopp - VFH for (l00) silicon.
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Fig 4.5. Gate leakage current for Tox=lnm as a function of gate voltage, Vg with

silicon body thickness, .TSi as a parameter

In Fig 4.6 simulated results have been compared with the experimental data obtained

from Chang et al. [49] for an oxide thickness, Tox of I nm and silicon thickness, Tsi of

5 nm to veritY the effectiveness of our numerical calculation. It reveals that the

simulated results are in good agreement with the reported experimental data

f
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Fig 4.6. Simulated and Experimental Gate leakage current for Tox =lnrn, TSi =5nrn as

a function of gate voltage, Vg

The thickness of the oxide layer greatly affects the gate leakage current. As the oxide

thickness, Tox is reduced, the effective tunneling distance reduces. As a result the

probability for an electron to tunnel through the oxide increases. Again it was

observed that, with the decreasing thickness of the oxide, the carrier concentration,

Nif at each energy subband of each valley increases greatly. At the same time,

corresponding eigen energies also increases which results in a decrease of tunneling

lifetime. As a consequence, the gate leakage current increases to a large extent.

Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 shows the gate leakage current for oxide thickness, Tox=1.5 nrn

for the same silicon thicknesses and the same applied gate voltages used in Fig. 4.4 as

a function of inversion charge density, Ninv and gate voltage, Vg respectively.
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Fig 4.7. Gate Leakage current for T"" =1.5nm as a function of inversion carrier

density, Nirw with silicon body thickness, '{Si as a parameter
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Fig 4.8. Gate leakage current for T"" =l.5nm as a function of gate voltage, Vg with

silicon body thickness, Tsi as a parameter
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Similarly, Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10 shows the gate leakage current for oxide

thickness, Tax =2 nm for the same silicon thicknesses and the same applied gate

voltages used in Fig. 4.4 as a function of inversion charge density, N,,,,, and gate

voltage, Vg respectively.
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Fig 4.9. Gate Leakage current for Tax=2nm as a function of inversion carrier density,

N,,,,, with silicon body thickness, Tsi as a parameter
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Fig 4.10. Gate leakage current for Tox=2nrn as a function of gate voltage, Vg with

silicon body thickness, TSi as a parameter

Finally, Fig 4.11 provides a comparative study of the gate leakage current of a

DGMOS structure on <100> silicon with a silicon thickness of 5 nrn with different

oxide thickness as a function of gate voltage, Vg•
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Fig 4.11. Gate leakage current for Tsi= 5 nm as a function of gate voltage, Vg with

oxide thickness, Toxas a parameter

4.4 Silicon crystal orientation dependence of gate leakage

current

An important issue that may affect the gate leakage current is the crystallographic

orientation of the silicon surface. In this sectio", we compare the gate leakage current

of an n-type DGMOS fot (100) and (111) orientation of silicon surface.

From Ref. [12], it can be concluded that, penetration effects are more severe for the

(111) orientation than for the (100) orientation. (111) silicon has only one bulk

subband in the conduction band with six valleys of degeneracy, having an effective

mass (m= = 0.258) which is much lower than that for an electron in the longitudinal

valley (m, = 0.916) in (100) silicon. Due to the lower effective mass of electrons in

(l n) silicon, the average distance of carrier from the interface is high and the effect

of penetration is more.
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So, a change in the crystallographic orientation of the channel alters the carrier

effective mass in the silicon for both tunneling and density of states calculation [12].

This affects the inversion charge distribution and also the charge centroid. Because of

all these effects, the gate leakage current for (Ill) silicon will be greater than that of

(100) silicon for the same silicon and oxide thickness at the same inversion charge

density, NinV or same gate voltage, Vg• But, it is revealed from our numerical

calculations that when the oxide thickness reduces into the direct-tunneling (deep sub

micron, Tox <2 nm) regime, variation of gate leakage current for (l00) and (111)

silicon is less significant for low (Vg < 0.7 V) and high biases (Vg > 1.6 V) but

provides some significant variatiOns for medium range of biaSing voltages (Vg=O.7

-1.6 V) which has been established in [51].

The gate leakage current for both (100) and (Ill) orientations for silicon thickness, Tsi

= 5 nm, 10 nm and 15 nm with oxide thickness,T"" as a parameter at the same gate

voltages used in Fig. 4.4 has been reported in Figs 4.12 - 4.17.
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4.5 Body and oxide dependence of gate leakage current

Scaling down of body thickness of a double gate MOS increases the gate current. This

is due to inversion carrier congestion near SilSiOz interface for a reduced width of

potential well, increasing eigen-energy and decreasing carrier lifetime. The gate

current dependence on the body thickness emphasizes the importance of considering

not only the simple concept of the average vertical electric field, but also the exact

bound state energy, which is determined both by this field and by the width of the

potential well (the body thickness). However, quantum confinement can be affected,

which changes the bound-state energies and, as shown in Fig 4.18 for a gate

voltage,VG=I.1 V both (100) and (111) silicon, can significantly affect gate leakage

current. This effect is enhanced in the double-gate structure due to merging of the two

inversion layers.

==:... ,:,::... ':'::... ,:,::... ,:,::... ,:,::..• ,:,::... ,:,::... ,:,::... ",... ~... -... -... -....
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Fig 4.18. Dependence of gate leakage current on silicon body thickness for (l00)

and (111) orientations of silicon
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Also, the parameters, used for the calculation of gate leakage current, are not affected

in the same way for (100) and (Ill) orientations as the thickness of the silicon and

oxide layer is changed. So, at the same silicon thickness, the deviation of gate leakage

current between the (100) and (Ill) crystal orientations are not constant at different

oxide thicknesses. This is clearly observed in Fig 4.18.

Similarly, as the oxide thickness is down scaled keeping the silicon thickness

constant, the gate leakage current will increase. This is shown in Fig 4.19 for (100)

silicon and in Fig 4.20 for (Ill) silicon for a gate voltage, Vg = 1.1V .
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Fig 4.19. Dependence of gate leakage current on oxide thickness for different

silicon thickness for (100) silicon
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Chapter-S

CONCLUSION

An improved and numerically efficient self-consistent process has been developed for

the ID simulation of n-type DGMOS incorporating the effect of wave function

penetration. This process is used to calculate the gate leakage current of an n-type

DGMOS for different values of oxide and silicon body thickness and orientation of

silicon. Finally, the results have been compared with reported experimental data.

5.1 Summary

Effects of the physical parameters on the gate leakage of an n-type DGMOS have

been studied for (100) and (111) orientations of silicon considering the effects of

wave function penetration. Penetration effects are included within the self-consistent

loop while solving both SchrOdinger's and Poisson's equations. An accurate and fast

formalism has been used for the solution of SchrOdinger's equation using FEMLAB.

Poisson's equation is solved for the combined oxide and semiconductor regions by

applying an appropriate boundary condition at the gate metal-oxide interface. Rest of

the work has been done in MATLAB interfacing with FEMLAB.

Numerical results for n-MOS for both (100) and (Ill) devices show that, as the gate

voltage at the two metal gates increases toward the threshold voltage, mobile charge

or electron density becomes appreciable when the conduction band of the silicon body

approaches the conduction band of the source-drain. At this, the Fermi energy, EF of

the silicon will continue to rise with respect to the Fermi energy of the metal which

causes increasing positive slope inside both the silicon and the oxide region. More and

more minority carrier electrons will be concentrated in the vicinity of the oxide-

semiconductor interface and the silicon will move from the region of weak inversion

towards the region of strong inversion. . As expected, the charge density profile is

seen to extend inside the oxide region instead of being zero at the silicon-oxide

interface because of the penetration effect.
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The numerical results show the impact of body thickness on the gate leakage current.

It reveals that, for the same oxide thickness, as the body thickness is decreased, gate

leakage current increases significantly. Also, as the thickness of the oxide region is

varied, there will be significant variation of the gate leakage current. As the thickness

of the oxide is reduced, the effective tunneling distance reduces. So, more and more

electrons can tunnel through the oxide region thus increasing the gate leakage current.

Comparing the results obtained in our work for (Ill) and (100) electrons, it can be

concluded that, penetration effects are more severe for the (Ill) orientation. Because

of all these effects, the gate leakage current for (Ill) silicon will be greater than that

of (l00) silicon. But, it is revealed from our numerical calculations and also been

reported in literature that when the oxide thickness reduces into the direct-tunneling

(deep sub micron, TO]< <2 urn) regime, variation of gate leakage current for (100) and

(Ill) siliqqn is less significant for low and high biases but provides some significant

vari~J.ns for medium range of biasing voltages. Finally, the developed method of

simUlation has been established by comparing the obtained results with reported
.//"""

experimental data.

5.2 Suggestions for Future Work

.Self-consistent solution is an important tool for simulation of many devices where the '

QM effects become significant. Our self-consistent model may be used for simulating

many systems, such as single gate, double gate MOS structure, high electron mobility

transistors, resonant tunneling diodes and quantum well lasers, where self-consistent

calculation with open boundary condition is necessary. A few suggestions for future

work are given below.

The developed method can be also applied for the calculation of gate leakage current

of a p-MOS by taking some modifications into account. Hence, this method can

ultimately be used for the case of CMOS devices which is very crucial for VLSI

technology.
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In this thesis, I-D analysis of DGMOS structure has been performed. But, when

voltage is applied between the drain and the source, 2-D nature of QM effects arise in

the channel. Also a 2-D analysis is greatly required for the determination of carrier

mobility and I-V characteristics to establish the effectiveness of the device. So, 2-D

simulation should be performed.

As the gate length of CMOS devices are continued to be scaled below the sub-IOO nm

regime, scaling rules dictate that the gate oxide thickness be scaled down to well

below I nm. It is found from the results that, with decreasing dielectric thickness, gate'

leakage current increases rapidly. In order to decrease this leakage current, high-k

materials are in consideration as a replacement for Si02• Also, for high-k dielectrics it

is very important to consider the effect of trap charges. The modeling of such devices

can be done easily with the proposed self-consistent model.

In the calculations, effective mass approximation has been used for the electrons. To

use this model for holes, due to anisotropy and mixing of valence bands, the use of

effective mass approximation for holes has been a point of debate. The developed

model can be used for p-MOS devices by incorporating the non-parabolic valence

band structure.
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APPENDIX A

The modified self-consistent model, which has been used in this study, has been

described in detail in section 3.2. A flow diagram of the solver is given in this section

for better understanding.

A.I Flowcharts
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Vprof = VoId * delta +
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Verr= Vprof- Vnew
Error= rnax( abs(V err))
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